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QUESTION 1

You want to store the Shipment Type of all orders in a table named ShipmentDetails. 

The Shipment Type needs to be a field that stores values for "Freight", "Ground", or "Air". You also need to ensure that
the text that is displayed to users on forms is localized for the shipment types and that the values in the database are 

independent of the language the user is utilizing. 

What should you do? 

A. Create an integer field for Shipment Type on the ShipmentDetail table. Write business logic to convert the integer
field to text on forms. 

B. Create a base enum for Shipment Type with the different shipment types as choices.Use this base enum as a field on
the ShipmentDetails table. 

C. Create a string field for Shipment Type on the ShipmentDetails table. 

D. create an Extended Data Type (EDT) for Shipment Type that extends from string. Use this EDT on the Shipments
table. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to delete multiple records from the CustTrans table that are not approved. Code execution efficiency is a
factor since the table will contain millions of records. Additionally, the CustTrans table does not have any overridden
methods. Which X++ code segment should you use to achieve this goal? 

A. delete__from CustTrans where CustTrans.Approved ==NoYes :: No; 

B. select firstonly CustTrans where CustTrans.Approved==NoYes::No; CustTrans.delete(); 

C. while select CustTrans where CustTrans.Approved==NoYes::No { CustTrans.delete() ; } 

D. select CustTrans where CustTrans-Approved == NoYes::No; CustTrans.dodelete(); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to create a menu item that can be attached to a form Which type of menu item should you create? 

A. Enum Type Parameter 

B. Display 

C. Output 
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D. Linked Permission Object 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You have two Extended Data Types (EDTs) defined in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

The first EDT is named ExternalAccount It is of type string and has a StringSize of 20. 

The second EDT is named CustVendAC It extends from the ExternalAccount EDT. 

Which three statements are true about the CustVendAC EDT? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. The DisplayLength property can be different from that of ExternalAccount EDT. 

B. The StringSize property can be different from that of ExternalAccount EDT. 

C. The ChangeCase property can be different from that of ExternalAccount EDT. 

D. The Adjustment property can be different from that of ExternalAccount EDT. 

E. The Label property can be different from that of ExternalAccount EDT. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to create a table to serve as a data source for an SSRS report You estimate that this SSRS re potentially
returning over 50,000 rows of data. Which type of table should you use? 

A. an InMemory table 

B. a TempDB table 

C. an inherited table 

D. a regular table 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You need to explain the attributes of a package in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

Which three statements are true? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 
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A. A package can be associated with one or more projects. 

B. A package can only be associated with one project. 

C. A package can contain one or more models. 

D. A package can only be associated with one model. 

E. A package can be exported to a file. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 7

You are using the Visual Studio development environment to perform a customization for your client Your project has a
set of relevant elements. 

You need an object that can be used as the project startup object during project execution. Which three options are
available? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Tables 

B. Classes 

C. Forms 

D. Menu Items 

E. Extended Data Type (EDT) 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

 

QUESTION 8

You have two tables: CustTable and CustTrans. 

CustTrans has a foreign key relation with CustTable on the "AccountNum" field. Multiple CustTrans records refer to a
single CustTable record. Each CustTrans record can refer to a single CustTable record. 

You want to write code to display records of customers and their corresponding transactions. You need to display the
following fields: 

AccountNum from CustTable table 

CustGroup from CustTable table 

AmountCur from CustTrans table 

Finally, you want to select only the approved transactions. An approved transaction is a CustTrans record where the
value of the Approved field is NoYes::Yes. 
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You need to choose the data that meets these requirements. 

Which select statement should you use? 

A. CustTable custTable; CustTrans custTrans; while select: AccountNum, CustGroup -From custTable join AmountCur
-from custTrans where custTrans.AccountNum == custTable.AccountNum andand custTrans.Approved == NoYes::Yes
{ // do work } 

B. CustTable custTable; CustTrans custTrans; while select: AccountNum, CustGroup from custTable exists join
AmountCur -from custTrans where custTrans.AccountNum == custTable.AccountNum andand custTrans-Approved ==
NoYes::Yes { // do work } 

C. CustTable custTable; CustTrans custTrans; while select AccountNum, CustGroup from custTable where custTrans
.AccountNum == custTable. AccountNum join AmountCust -from custTrans where custTrans.Approved == NoYes:;Yes {
// do work } 

D. CustTable custTable; CustTrans custTrans; while select AccountNum, CustGroup, AmountCur -from custTable join
custTrans where custTrans-AccountNum == custTable.AccountNum andand custTrans.Approved == NoYes::Yes { // do
work } 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You have an array of integers with 10 elements. 

You need to wnte X++ code to initialize this array with the values of 1 to 10, with the first element being 1, the second
element 2, the last element 10. 

Which code segment should you use to achieve this goal? 
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A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You need to create menus in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

In addition to the Menu hem type and Menu hem name, what are three other key property values? Each correct answer
presents a complete solution. 

A. Enum Type Parameter 

B. Linked Permission Type 

C. Configuration Key 
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D. Labels 

E. Normal Image 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You plan to create two tables Table1 and Table2. Both tables will have a field of type string that has a length of 15 and
is named Customer Number. The tables will have a relation on the Customer Number field. 

You need to ensure that the string length of Customer Number is identical in both tables. The solution must ensure that
if any relations on the Customer Number field are added to other tables, the additional tables will have the same string 

length for Customer Number. 

What should you use? 

A. an index 

B. a class 

C. an extended data type 

D. a base enumeration 

Correct Answer: A  

 

QUESTION 12

You need to verify the properties related to a specific table in the AOT, and you do not have a project The properties
pane is already open in Visual Studio. Which component do you need to use to select the table in order to see the
properties? 

A. Application Explorer 

B. Object Browser 

C. Solution Explorer 

D. Code Definition Window 

Correct Answer: D 
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